
Experience the latest developments in research, learning and 
teaching in plant and animal health, farming, food and agribusiness. 
Learn about our courses in agriculture, veterinary medicine and 
food science.

Dookie Day  
18 October 2017

Faculty of Veterinary and 
Agricultural Sciences



Message from 
the Dean

As Dean of the Faculty of Veterinary and Agricultural Sciences, a warm welcome to Dookie 
Day 2017. Dookie Day is a day of events showcasing some of the agricultural, food and 
veterinary science teaching, research and engagement undertaken by the University of 
Melbourne with an emphasis on the  contribution of the 2,440 hectare Dookie campus. 

Currently there are over 80 students based at the campus studying agriculture, business and 
the fundamentals of science.  The students will be speaking about their experiences.  There 
will be seminars delivered by leaders in agricultural and veterinary science addressing farming 
related issues such as mastitis control and footrot in sheep. There will be demonstrations of the 
latest in agricultural and food science technology, including drone-based plant stress sensors, 
microwave weed control and biometrics for food sensory testing as well as opportunities to 
hear about and experience a broad range of the Faculty’s research activities. 

Tours which will visit the robotic dairy, merino sheep shed, working winery, teaching spaces 
and accommodation will be held throughout the day. 

Dookie campus has played a key role in the development of agriculture and agricultural 
teaching and learning in Australia since 1886 and it remains a focal point for the key  
research, teaching and technology development that is helping to shape the future of 
agriculture in Australia. 

I very much hope that you enjoy your visit here today and remain engaged with our staff, 
students and our many activities.

Sincerely

Professor John Fazakerley
BSc, MBA, PhD, FRCB, FRCPath 
Dean
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 Dookie Hub - Central location where you will be able to 
find out everything you need to know about Dookie Day.  
Make sure you check out: 

• Dookie Farmers Market
• Dookie Information Booth 
• Research & Technology Booth
• Learning & Teaching Booth
• Sensory Booth: Test out the sensory booth,  

an integrated system to measure sensory and 
biometric data of consumers

•  Digital Vineyards with drones - Watch live 
demonstrations on how Advanced Aerial Sensing 
works for digital agriculture

Dookie Dining Hall – Grab a bite at the  
Dookie’s own dining hall 

Learning and Teaching – Meet current university 
students and listen to their project presentations

Research & Technology Hub - See the research that is taking 
place at the Faculty of Veterinary and Agricultural Sciences

Dormitory A – Check out what it’s like to live at Dookie

 Meet Dookie’s sniffer dogs – eradicating one weed, one  
woof at a time

Dookie Solar PV Array – Check out Dookie’s 434 solar 
panel farm, generating clean energy

Horse Club – Bring your own horse to university

Winery - Come and taste the wines and beers  
made at Dookie

Theatre C – See what it is like to be in a class, then join 
us at 2:15pm for an Alumni Panel Conversation on the 
future of agribusiness  

Gavin Gibson Building – See where Dookie’s 
students hang out

 Microwave Weed Killer – Watch how the microwave 
weed killer explodes and wilts weeds and other pests 
and pathogens in the soil. This increases crop yields by 
between 35 % and 90 % in field conditions

Glasshouse and Polytunnel: See how we are sustaining 
food quality and quantity of the future through 
conventional and biotech techniques, and learn about 
our efficient crop production

 Animal Facility - See how we are protecting soils and 
improving our production systems for healthy food and 
environment

 Sheep Shearing Shed – Take a tour and see the 2016 and 
2017 progeny sheep. A seminar will be held at 2:00pm.

 Dookie’s Tractor Display – See a range of historical and 
modern tractors and learn what it is used for

Shuttle Bus – Take a bus to  Dookie’s Robotic Dairy Farm 

Robotic Dairy Farm – Tour the farm and see how the 
robotic dairy system operates. A seminar will be held  
at 12:00pm.

Dookie Day  
Experience Map
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Short bus ride to 
Dookie’s Robotic 
Dairy Farm, departing 
from location 17 
on Main Drive at 
11:00am, 11:30am, 
1:00pm, 1:40pm

Tasting is available

Interactive Display



Hear from 
our students

Chowlen Lim
Bachelor of Agriculture

I always get excited for excursions to the farm at theDookie campus, because they 
provide a realistic approach to what I have learned. During winter break, I travelled to 
Dookie for intensive subjects and the most exciting part is I get to live at the university 
farm for several days.

William Nack
Master of Agricultural Sciences

Studying agriculture at the University has taken me all around rural Victoria. A highlight 
of my studies was often the few weeks I was able to spend at the Dookie campus for 
intensive subjects. The Dookie campus is a tight-knit community and we were able to 
make friends quickly. Many of my Dookie classmates are still my close friends to this day 
even though we’re from different parts of the world.

Greta Duff
Bachelor of Agriculture

Hands down, the best experience of studying agriculture at Melbourne to date is 
studying at the Dookie campus. To be able to go on a real farm and apply everything 
you’ve learned in class is an experience you won’t get anywhere else.

Three days at Dookie just wasn’t enough for me. As part of the new Bachelor of 
Agriculture degree, students have the option to live and study at Dookie for a semester 
and I’ve jumped on this opportunity. What’s more exciting is that I get to bring my horse 
to Dookie too!

Michael Manderson
Bachelor of Science, Diploma in General Studies

The transition from high school to university was something that I was initially quite 
fearful of. Coming from a small town in regional Victoria, I knew I would have to leave my 
family and move to Melbourne to pursue my education, but when the VTAC offers came 
out, I didn’t feel quite ready to make that step. As the Diploma in General Studies was 
taught at Dookie, the diploma offered a seamless transition to tertiary study for me since 
the campus was close enough to home that I could easily visit my family, and the class 
sizes were small enough that I didn’t feel like just a number.



Follow the experience map route to ensure you don’t 
miss out on any Dookie Experience. All Day activities 
and displays are available as well as scheduled 
demonstrations, seminars and talks. 

Dookie Day Highlights
Digital Vineyards with drones - Advanced Aerial Sensing  
for Digital Agriculture
The Agricultural Sensing booth demonstrates the most recent advances 
in UAV-borne aerial sensing technologies and equipment used by our 
researchers. The Melbourne Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration 
Platform (MUASIP) supports various collaborative research projects 
undertaken by the Faculty and the Melbourne School of Engineering.

Where: Dookie Hub 
When: All Day
Live Demonstrations at: 10:30am,11:00am, 
12:30pm,1:00pm,2:30pm, 3:30pm

Grape and Grain - Come and taste to wines and beers made at Dookie
At the historic Dookie winery/brewery you will see displays of the 
winemaking and brewing subjects and be able to meet some of the 
students as well as talking to the winemaking and brewing lecturers. We will 
also have some recent brews for tasting and the gold medal-winning 2016 
Bertie Shiraz as well as the 2017 vintage in barrel, as well as three types of 
beers, a triple hopped pilsner, a Vienna lager and an oatmeal stout.

Where: Winery
When: All Day 

Glasshouse
Display of the role of biotech to sustain the lentil production against 
most wide spread fungal disease, and micronutrients to mitigate the 
drought stress in wheat. You can also taste microgreens and be show 
the role of silica in making our lentil plants drought tolerant. 

Where: Gardens
When: All Day 

Polytunnel
See the difference in crops when cultivated under protected and open 
conditions. It also highlights the efficient use of water through drip irrigation.

Where: Gardens
When: All Day 

Microwave weed killer
Explodes and wilts already emerged weeds; kills weed seeds, pests 
and pathogens in the soil; overcomes herbicide resistant weeds; and 
increases crop yields by between 35 % and 90 % in field conditions.

Where: Carpark
When: All Day
Live Demonstrations at: 10:30am, 12:00pm, 2:00pm, 3:00pm

Sensory Booth
This system is equipped with a portable booth and a Tablet PC linked 
to an infra-red camera for measuring sensory and biometric data of 
consumers. Visit the sensory booth to test out its ability to evaluate 
consumer’s responses to food or other stimuli.

Where: Dookie Hub
When: All Day

Meet Dookie’s Sniffer Dog
Meet Dookie’s wine dogs Bert and Keeley, who are being trained to 
sniff out disease and pest infections in vines like phylloxera.

Where: Sniffer Dogs
When: 10:20am, 11:15am,12:45pm, 1:20pm

From small to big
A ‘minibarn’ experiment will be on display with the experimenter 
talking about how the soils are protected by the improved system 
and their attempt to mitigate ammonia loss.

Where: Animal Facility 
When: All Day

Dookie Robotic Dairy Farm
See Dookie’s robotic dairy, where cows are given a health-check every 
time they are milked and grazing rotation is handled automatically, 
with great results for welfare, production and milk quality. 

Where: Dookie Robotic Dairy Farm
When: All Day Tours: Meet at shuttle bus location
Tours: 11:00am, 11:30am, 1:00pm, 1:40pm, 2:00pm, 3:30pm
Seminar: 12:00pm, shuttle bus leaving Dookie Campus at 11:50am

Sheep Shearing Shed: 
Tour the campus’s shearing shed and meet the 2016 and 2017 progeny 
sheep. See live demonstrations of how fat and muscle scans are 
conducted. There will also be a seminar at 2:00pm on the changes in 
the Merino over the last 20 years and the benefits of Sire Evaluation. 

Where: Shearing Shed
When: All Day Tours 
Seminar: 2:00pm 

Learning and Teaching
Visit the brand new Swinburne Hall, a fully renovated teaching and 
recreational space for the students at Dookie. At this location you will 
be meeting current Bachelor students showcasing their work and 
sharing their experience. Don’t miss out on the opportunity to learn 
more about the courses available at the Faculty of Veterinary and 
Agricultural Sciences. 

Where: Learning and Teaching
When: All Day 
Oral presentations by students: 10:30am, 12:00pm, 1:00pm, 
1:20pm, 3:00pm, 3:15pm

Research and Technology Hub
The Faculty is a national leader in veterinary, agricultural and food 
science research. Visit the Research and Technology Hub to meet the 
various researchers and learn more about what’s available at the Faculty. 

On Display: Sustainable Food Production, Healthy Soil for Healthy 
Food, Climate Resilient Crops, Animal Welfare Science Centre, Virtual 
Farm Visits, Melbourne Veterinary School Research, People and Change: 
Improving Rural Innovation Processes, Meat Science for Consumers and 
Industry, Efficient and Sustainable Food Animal Production 

Where: Research and Technology Hub
When: All Day

What’s on?
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